Online estimation and modelling of i.i.d. data for short sequences over large or complex "alphabets" is a ubiquitous (sub)problem in machine learning, information theory, data compression, statistical language processing, and document analysis. The Dirichlet-Multinomial distribution (also called Polya urn scheme) and extensions thereof are widely applied for online i.i.d. estimation. Good a-priori choices for the parameters in this regime are difficult to obtain though. I derive an optimal adaptive choice for the main parameter via tight, data-dependent redundancy bounds for a related model. The 1-line recommendation is to set the 'total mass' = 'precision' = 'concentration' parameter to m/[2 ln n+1 m ], where n is the (past) sample size and m the number of different symbols observed (so far). The resulting estimator (i) is simple, (ii) online, (iii) fast, (iv) performs well for all m, small, middle and large, (v) is independent of the base alphabet size, (vi) non-occurring symbols induce no redundancy, (vii) the constant sequence has constant redundancy, (viii) symbols that appear only finitely often have bounded/constant contribution to the redundancy, (ix) is competitive with (slow) Bayesian mixing over all sub-alphabets.
Introduction
The problem of estimating or modelling the probability distribution of data sequences sampled from an unknown source is central in machine learning [Bis06] , information theory [CT06] , and data compression [Mah12] . I consider the case where the data items are complex and/or are drawn from a large space. Many approaches to language modelling and document analysis [MS99] fall into this regime, where data items are words. Typical documents comprise a small fraction of the available 100'000+ English words, and words have different length/complexity/frequency.
Online estimation of i.i.d. data. More formally, I consider i.i.d. data with base alphabet X much larger than the sequence length, which implies that only a small fraction of symbols (which in case of text are words) appear in the sequence. I focus on online algorithms that at any time can predict the probability of the next symbol given only the past sequence and without knowing the actually used alphabet A and/or symbol occurrence frequencies in advance.
While real-word data like text are often not i.i.d, i.i.d. estimators are often a key component of more sophisticated models. For instance, in n-gram models, the subsequence of words that have the same length-n context is (assumed) i.i.d. Since these subsequences can be very short, good i.i.d. estimators for short sequences and huge alphabet are even more important. The same holds for variable-order models like large-alphabet context tree weighting [TSW93] , and in addition, the employed i.i.d. estimators need to be online.
Performance measures. Performance can be measured in many different ways: code length [CT06] , perplexity [MS99] , redundancy [Wal05] , regret [Grü07] , and others. The most wide-spread (across disciplines) performance measures are transformations of the (estimated) data likelihood(s). If Q(x 1:n ) is the estimated probability of sequence x 1:n ≡x 1 ...x n , then log1/Q(x 1:n ) is the optimal code length and Q(x 1:n ) 1/n the perplexity of x 1:n . If P is some reference measure, then log1/Q−log1/P is the redundancy of Q relative to P . For log-loss, this is also its regret, though many variations are used. Many other performance measures can be upper bounded by (expected) code length [Hut03] . I therefore concentrate on −log-likelihood = code length and redundancy.
Dirichlet-multinomial and parameter choice. The Dirichlet-multinomial distribution is defined as DirM(x n+1 = i|x 1:n ) = n i +α i n+α + , which can be motivated in many ways, e.g. by the Polya urn scheme or as below. This process and extensions thereof like the Pitman-Yor process are widely studied and applied [BH10] , in particular for language processing and document analysis. Theoretically motivated choices for the Dirichlet parameters α i are α i = 1 / 2 for the Krichevsky-Trofimov (KT) estimator [KT81] and Jeffreys/Bernardo/MDL/MML prior [Jef46, Jef61, Ber79, Grü07, Wal05] , α i =0 for Frequentist and Haldane's prior [Hal48] , α i = 1 for the uniform/indifference/Bayes/Laplace prior [Bay63, Lap12] , and α i = 1/|X | for Perks' prior [Per47] .They are all problematic for large base alphabet X , so is sometimes optimized or sampled experimentally or averaged with a hyper-prior. The following table summarizes these choices: Dirichlet Laplace KT&others Perks Haldane Hutter
The last column is a glimpse of the results in this paper, where m is the number of different symbols that appear in x 1:n . For continuous spaces X , the Dirichlet process is usually parameterized by a base distribution H() and a critical concentration parameter β =α + .
Main contribution. In this paper I introduce an estimator S [Eq.(2)], which essentially estimates the probability of the next symbol by its past relative frequency, but reserves a small (or large!) "escape" probability to new symbols that have not appeared so far. Such escape mechanisms are well-known and used in data compression such as prediction by partial match (PPM) [CW84, Mah12] . This is (somewhat) different from how the Dirichlet-multinomial regularizes zero frequency with α i > 0 or β > 0.
The main contribution is to derive an "optimal" escape parameter β * [Eq.(16) offline and Eq.(21) online]. The key to improve upon existing estimators like the minimax optimal KT estimator is to consider data-dependent redundancy bounds, rather than expected or worst-case redundancy, and find its minimizing β. While the KT estimator and many of its companions have 1 2 logn redundancy per symbol in X , whether the symbol occurs in the sequence or not, our new estimator S β * suffers zero redundancy for non-occurring symbols, and essentially only 1 2 logn i +O(1) for symbols i appearing n i times. This is never much worse and often significantly better than KT. This also leads to an "optimal" variable Dirichlet parameter β Contents. After establishing notation in Section 2, I motivate and state my primary model S β in Section 3. I derive exact expressions and upper and lower bounds for the redundancy of S β for general constant β in Section 4, and show how they improve upon the minimax redundancy. I approximately minimize the redundancy w.r.t. β in Section 5. There are various regimes for the optimal β * and the used alphabet size |A|, even with negative redundancy. To convert this into an online model, I make β * time-dependent in Section 6, causing very little extra redundancy. In Section 7 I theoretically compare my models to the Dirichlet-multinomial distribution, and Bayesian sub-alphabet weighting. Section 8 concludes.
Proofs of the lower and two upper bounds can be found in Appendices B, D, and E, a derivation of β * in Appendix C with improvements in Appendix F, details of Bayesian subset-alphabet weighting in Appendix G, algorithmic considerations in Appendix H, and an experimental evaluation in Appendix I. Used properties of the (di)Gamma functions can be found in Appendix A, and a list of used notation in Appendix J.
Preliminaries
All global notation is introduced in this section and summarized in Appendix J.
Base alphabet (X , D). Let X be the base alphabet of size D = |X | from which a sequence of symbols is drawn. If not otherwise mentioned, I assume X to be finite. I have a large base alphabet in mind, but this is not a technical requirement. The alphabet could literally consist of e.g. ASCII symbols, could be the set of (over 100'000) English words, or just bits {0,1}. Indeed, even finiteness of X is nowhere crucially used and all results generalize easily to countable and even continuous X as we will see.
Total sequence (n, x 1:n , n i ). I consider sequences x 1:n ≡(x 1 ,...,x n )∈X n of length n drawn from X . Let n i be the number of times, i appears in x 1:n . I have in mind that the sequences are sampled independent and identically distributed (i.i.d), but I actually never use this assumption. All results in this paper hold for any individual fixed sequence x 1:n , and only depend on the order statistics n=(n i ) i∈X . The crucial parameters are n, D, the number m of non-zero counts, and model parameter β introduced later, which induces several different regimes, second by the counts n i .
Used alphabet (m, A, i,j,k, ν,ν). Only a subset of symbols A:={x 1 ,...,x n }⊆X may actually appear in a sequence x 1:n . Our model is primarily motivated for the regime where the number m = |A| of used symbols is much smaller than D = |X |, as e.g. any English text uses only a small fraction of all possible words. It turns out that our model can be tuned to actually perform very well for all possible 1 ≤ m ≤ min{n,D}: constant sequences (m = 1), every symbol appearing only once (m = n), and all available symbols appear (m = D). Indices i,j,k are understood to range respectively over symbols in X , A, and X \A. Without loss of generality I can assume i ∈ X = {1,...,D}, j ∈ A = {1,...,m}, and k ∈ X \A = {m+1,...,n}. I also usē ν := n/m for the average multiplicity of symbols in x 1:n , and ν := m/n is its inverse.
Current sequence and observed alphabet (t, x 1:t , A t , m t , x t+1 , n t i , New, Old). Let t be the current time ranging from 0 to n−1, with x 1:t , A t := {x 1 ,...,x t } and m t = |A t | being respectively, the sequence, symbols, and number of different symbols observed so far, and as usual x 1:0 = is the empty string and A 0 = {} the empty set. The next symbol to be predicted or coded is x t+1 = i. Either x t+1 is a new symbol or an "old" symbol. Let New := {t = 0...n − 1 : x t+1 ∈ A t } and Old := {t = 0...n−1 : x t+1 ∈ A t } be the sets of times for which the next symbol is new/old. Note that |New| = |A| = m. Finally, let n t i be the number of times, i appears in x 1:t . Note that most inroduced quantities * t depend on x 1:t , but since I consider an (arbitray but) fixed sequence x 1:n it is safe to suppress this dependence in the notation.
Probability and exchangeability and logarithms (P , Q, P param name , ln). P and Q will denote generic probability distributions over sequences, and P param name specific parameterized and named ones. For instance, P θ iid denotes the model in which symbols are i.i.d. with P (x t = i) = θ i . Our primary prediction/compression models defined below are S, S β * , and S β * . A distribution P (x 1:n ) is called exchangeable if it is independent of the order of the symbols in a sequence x 1:n . Many distributions have this desirable property [Fin74] . Since the natural logarithm is mathematically more convenient, I express all results in 'nits' rather than bits. Conversion to bits is trivial by dividing results by ln2.
The Main Model
I am now ready to motivate and formally state our primary model.
Derivation of my main model. My main model is defined via predictive distributions S(x t+1 |x 1:t ) for t = 0...n−1. If i has appeared n t i times in x 1:t , it is natural to use the past relative frequency n t i /t as the predictive probability that the next symbol x t+1 is i. The problems with this are well-known and obvious: It assigns probability zero and hence infinite log-loss or code length to any symbol that has not yet been observed. This problem can be solved by reserving some small (or not so small) "escape" probability α t that the next symbol x t+1 is new, taken from n t i /t by lowering it to (1−α t )n t i /t. I have to somehow distribute the probability α t among the new symbols x t+1 ∈ X \A t . The simplest choice would be uniform. More generally assign probability α t w t k to k =x t+1 ∈X \A t with k∈X \At w t k ≤1 and w t k >0. One can show that the ansatz above for time-independent weights leads to an exchangeable distribution if and only if α t = β/(t+β) for some constant β ≥ 0.
Main model. This motivates our main model
for t=0...n−1. Note that S(x 1 =i)=w 0 i is independent of β >0. The case conditions can also be written as [n
. Other motivations and relations to other estimators are given in Section 7.
Sub-probability. In general, i∈X S(x t+1 = i|x 1:t ) ≤ 1, but not necessarily = 1. Such sub-probabilities are benign extensions for many purposes including ours. It is always possible to increase sub-probabilities to proper probabilities. For S we could replace w Sequence probability. The probability our model assigns to sequence x 1:n is
where Γ is the Gamma function. The symbol count n t j increases by 1 for each occurrence of j in the sequence. Therefore t∈Old:x t+1 =j n t j = 1·...·(n j −1) = Γ(n j ), which establishes the second line.
Redundancy of S β for General β
In this section I motivate and define the concepts of redundancy and (log-loss) regret and present an exact expression for the redundancy of S β for general constant β. Upper and lower bounds are easily derived by bounding the involved Gamma functions. Finally I discuss the β-independent terms in the bound, and how they improve upon the minimax redundancy.
Code length and redundancy/regret. If a data sequence is sampled from some distribution P , then a lower bound on the expected code length is the entropy H(P ) of the source P , which can only be achieved by an encoder which encodes sequences x 1:n in −lnP (x 1:n ) nits [Sha48] .
Arithmetic encoding [Ris76, WNC87] can (efficiently and online) achieve this lower bound within 2 bits. It is therefore appropriate to call CL P (x 1:n ) := ln 1/P (x 1:n ) the (optimal) code length of x 1:n (in nits w.r.t. P ). Arithmetic coding also works for sub-probabilities.
Usually, P is unknown, and one aims at compressors getting close to CL P for all P that might be "true" and/or for all P for which it is feasible to do so. Let M = {P } be such a class of interest; then min P ∈M CL P (x 1:n ) is an (infeasible) lower bound on the best possible coding if x 1:n is sampled from some P ∈ M.
Most modern compressors are themselves based on a (predictive) distribution Q used together with arithmetic coding [Mah12] . This motivates the concept of redundancy or regret R as a performance measure for Q, which I define as the difference in code length between the data coded with predictor Q and the infeasible optimal code length in hindsight:
For comparing the code lengths of different Q, any quantity from which CL Q can easily be recovered could be studied: log-loss regret CL Q − CL P or redundancy CL Q −H(P ) where P is the true distribution of entropy H(P ), or CL Q −c for any other "constant" c independent of Q, and of course code length CL Q itself. The redundancy R Q w.r.t. class M defined above (c = min P ∈M CL P (x 1:n )) is just often and also here the most convenient choice. Upper and lower bounds on redundancies will be denoted by R and R. I.i.d. reference class. As reference class M I choose the class of i.i.d. distributions with symbol i ∈ X having probability θ i ∈ [0;1].
The maximum is attained at θ i =θ i := n i /n; therefore
Redundancy of S. Subtracting the logarithm of (4) from the logarithm of (6) and using abbreviation CL w (A):
) discussed below, one can represent the redundancy of S as follows:
Proposition 1 (Redundancy of S for constant β) For any constant β >0, the redundancy of S β relative to the i.i.d. class M = {P θ iid } can be represented exactly and bounded as follows:
where A ⊆ X are the m (a-priori unknown) symbols appearing in x 1:n ∈ X n . The lower bound only holds for β ≥ 1. The 0.082 is actually 1−ln √ 2π.
The exact expression follows easily by rearranging terms in (4) and (6). The bounds follow from this by inserting the upper and lower bounds (27) on the Gamma function and collecting/cancelling matching terms. As can be seen, the upper and lower bounds only differ by 0.082(m+2), hence are quite tight for small m, but loose for large m.
In the following paragraphs I discuss the two β-independent terms. The β-dependent terms will be discussed in the next section. Note that the following interpretation of (7) only refers to code length. The actual way how arithmetic coding works is very different from this "naive" interpretation of the origin of the different terms in (7).
Code length of used alphabet A. The first term in the redundancy (7)
can be interpreted as follows: Whenever we see a new symbol x t+1 ∈ A t , we need to code the symbol itself. This can be done in ln(1/w
) nits, which together leads to code length (10) for the used alphabet A.
A natural choice for the new symbol weights is the uniform distribution w 
For large, structured, and/or infinite alphabet, a more natural choice is w
were new symbols j are somehow coded (prefix-free) in CL(j) nits. For intstance if X consists of English words, each word i with letters could be represented as a byte-string of length plus a 0 terminating byte, hence CL(i) = 8 +8. Choice (12) is interesting since it makes the redundancy completely independent of the size of the base alphabet, and hence leads to finite redundancy even for infinite alphabet X . For all examples of weights above, CL w (A) is independent of order and timing of new symbols, which justifies suppressing the dependence on New. This holds more generally for all w t i of the form w
For ease of discussion, I will only consider weights of this form, and indeed mostly the normalized uniform (11) and code-length based (12) ones. Then also R β S only depends on the counts n i but not on the symbol order, as intended.
Code length of relative frequencies n i /n. Oracle Pθ iid predicts symbol j with empirical frequency n j /n, so j can be coded in ln(n/n j ) nits. I label an estimator Oracle if it relies on extra information, here, knowing the empirical symbol frequencies in advance. Technically, Pθ (x 1:n ) iid (x 1:n ) is an inadmissible super-probability. To get a feasible (but offline) predictor one needs to encode the counts n i in advance. Arithmetic coding w.r.t. S β does not work like that but imagine it did. The ln(n/n j ) terms would cancel in the redundancy leaving a code length for all n i . CL(A) tells us which n i are zero, so only n j for j ∈ A need to be coded, which can be done in lnn nits per j ∈ A, and the upper bound (8) suggests possibly even in lnn+O (1) per base alphabet symbol [Ris84, Wal05] . My model improves upon this in two significant ways. Consider the asymptotics n→∞ in (8). First, all symbols k that do not appear in x 1:n induce zero redundancy. Second, each symbol j that appears only finitely often, induces finite bounded redundancy CL(j)+ plus β-terms discussed later. Only symbols appearing with non-vanishing frequency n i /n → 0 have asymptotic redundancy 1 2 lnn+O(1). This improvement (a) is possible (only) for specific choices of β such that the β-terms are small and (b) was possible by refraining from deriving a uniform minimax redundancy over all sequences, but one which depends on the symbol counts.
β-independent lower redundancy bound. In Appendix B I derive a β-independent lower bound on the redundancy that cannot be beaten, whatever β is chosen. The following lower bound has the same structure as the upper bounds I derive later, so the terms will be discussed there.
Theorem 2 (β-independent lower redundancy bound) For any constant β > 0, the redundancy of S β is lower bounded uniformly in β by:
5 Redundancy for Approximate Optimal β * I am now in a position to approximately minimize the redundancy of S β w.r.t. β. Even when only considering asymptotics n → ∞, I need to distinguish six different regimes for β * depending on how m scales with n. I discuss the more interesting regimes, in particular the unusual situation of negative redundancy.
Optimal constant β. I now optimize S β w.r.t. to β. The redundancy R β S is minimized for
where Ψ(x) := dlnΓ(x)/dx is the diGamma function. Neither this equation nor ∂R β S /∂β = 0 have closed-form solutions, and even asymptotic approximations are a nuisance. It seems natural to derive expressions for n→∞ and/or m→∞, but since β is inside the diGamma functions it turns out that considering β-limits leads to fewer cases. Still one has to separate the regimes β →∞, β →c≶
, and β/n → 0. I do this in Appendix C with further discussion and improvements in Appendix F and stitch together the results, leading to a surprisingly neat result:
Theorem 3 (Optimal constant β) The β which minimizes R β S (7) and solves (15) is
where c ∞ (ν) := lim n→∞ c n (ν) is smooth and monotone increasing from c ∞ (0) = 1 to c ∞ (1) = 2.
For n m we have c n (m/n) ≈ 1, which suggests the approximation
This has the same asymptotics as β min in all regimes of interest and turns out to lead to excellent experimental results. In practice, c n (m/n) is closer to 2, so halving β * leads to slightly better results unless m is extremely small. This is due to a quite peculiar shape of c ∞ (ν), plotted and discussed in more detail in Appendix F. The performance difference between S β * , S β * /2 , and β min are very small though. I hence use β * (16) for most of the theoretical analysis but recommend β * /2 (1) in practice. Since no formal result in this paper explicitly uses that β * is an approximate solution of (15), we can simply take β * on faith value and explore its implications.
Discussion of β * . The value of β * can be intuitively understood in this way: if m is much larger than lnn, then we will often be coding new symbols, and therefore we should reserve more probability mass for them by making β large. If however m is much smaller than lnn, coding a new symbol is a rare occurrence, so we use a small β to increase the efficiency of coding already previously seen symbols. More quantitatively, β * (and β min ) scale with n → ∞ for various m as follows (where 0 < c < ∞ and 0 ≤ α < 1)
Besides the mentioned m lnn divide, note that if most symbols appear only once, then β ∝ n 2 grows very rapidly. On the other hand β * is never very small: 1/lnn is a lower bound, even if m = 1. If no symbol appears twice, then β * = ∞ is obviously the best choice. Appendix I shows that S β * works very well in all six regimes. I also tried "minor" modifications but theory breaks down for some, and experiments for others. The only leeway, apart from replacing c n () by a constant in [1;2] I could find is adding or subtracting small constants from m and/or n in (16). This will later be used to regularize β * for m = n. Note that β * depends on the a-priori unknown n and m, so S β * is not online. This will be rectified in Section 6. In Appendix D I prove the following redundancy bound:
Theorem 4 (Redundancy of S for "optimal" constant β * ) The redundancy of S β * with β * = m/ln n m is bounded by
S . The first and third term have already been discussed. The second term is the most important one for large m. It is about −lnΓ(m)−m+1 by (27). Therefore for uniform normalized weights (11) we get
There are ln n − 0.44n + 1.082 which is negative for n > 4. This is not a contradiction. It just says that in this case S codes better than oracle Pθ iid = ( 1 n ) n . Indeed, if we know that every symbol appears exactly once, we can code their permutation in lnn! rather than nlnn nits. The +0.56n slack is an artefact of our bound, not of S β * , and can be improved to 0.082n. The argument generalizes to large m < n.
In the other extreme of a constant sequence x t = j∀t, we have m = 1, Pθ iid = 1, β * = 1/lnn and CL S β * = R β * S → CL w (j)+1 for n → ∞, i.e. 1 nit above theoretical optimum from (7) and R β * S ≤ CL w (j)+lnln(en)+0.65 from (18), i.e. asymptotically there is only lnlnn nits slack in the bound. This argument generalizes to constant m > 1.
The S β * -probability of x t+1 = i ∈ X given x 1:t ∈ X t is defined as
Redundancy for Variable β * Since the optimal β * = m/ln n m depends on m and n, S β * cannot be used online, which defeats one of its purposes and significantly limits its application as discussed in the introduction. I rectify this problem by allowing a time-dependent β in my model, and by adapting β * in (nearly) the most obvious way. I derive a redundancy bound for this variable β * which for small m is only slightly worse than the previous one for constant β * .
Choice of β *
. A natural way to arrive at an online algorithm is to replace n by t and m by m t , both known at time t and converging to n and m respectively. This leads to a time-dependent 'variable' β t = m t /ln t mt . This works fine except if m t = t, in which case β t = ∞ assigns zero probability that the next symbol is an old one. This is unacceptable, since m t = t is typical for small t.
If we are at time t, we use β t to predict x t+1 so should assume that the sequence has (at least) length t+1, which suggests β t =m t+1 /ln t+1 m t+1
. The problem here is that m t+1 depends on the unknown x t+1 , and technically S becomes an (unusable) superprobability. Since m t+1 =m t if x t+1 is old anyway, a natural choice is β * t =m t /ln t+1 mt , which still has the same asymptotics (17) as β * , except for m t = t it is finite and grows with t 2 . For t=0 I define S(x 1 =i)=w t i or equivalently choose any 0<β * 0 <∞. For convenience I summarize the adaptive model with parameters and definitions in the box on the next page.
Note that compact representation (4) does not hold anymore: The resulting process S β * (x 1:n ) is no longer exchangeable, but close enough in the sense that a comparable upper bound as for β * holds. The constants are somewhat worse, but mostly due to the crude proof (see Appendix E). −CL(i) , the bounds are completely independent of D. They therefore also hold for countably infinite alphabet. Analogous to the Dirichlet-multinomial generalizing to the Chinese restaurant process, S can also be generalized to continuous spaces X . The weights w t i become (sub)probability densities ( X \A w t i di ≤ 1). The bounds remain valid, we only lose the code length interpretation of CL w (A).
Proof idea. Unlike in (7) for constant β, R β * S depends on the order of symbols and cannot be expressed in terms of Gamma functions bound by (27). Furthermore, β * t is generally not monotone in t, nor does it factor into monotone increasing and/or decreasing functions, which makes the analysis cumbersome but not impossible due to a different special property of β * t . I show that by swapping two consecutive symbols, x t being Old and x t+1 being New, the redundancy always increases. It is therefore sufficient to upper bound R β * S for sequences in which all new symbols come first before they repeat. For such a sequence, by separating t ≤ m for which m t = t and t ≥ m for which m t = m, it is then possible to upper bound the handfull of resulting sums.
Comparison to Other Methods
In this section I theoretically (and in Section I experimentally) compare our models to various other more or less related ones, namely, the Dirichlet-multinomial with KT and Perks prior, and Bayesian sub-alphabet weighting. An experimental comparison can be found in Appendix I.
with parameters α i > 0 and α + := α 1 +...+α D used as a Bayesian prior for P θ iid leads to joint and predictive Dirichlet-multinomial distribution
If we choose constant weights w t i = α i /α + and β = α + in S, we see that DirM(x t+1 = i|x 1:t ) is the sum of both cases in (2), hence DirM(x t+1 = i|x 1:t ) ≥ S(x t+1 = i|x 1:t ). Therefore, the upper redundancy bound in Proposition 1 also holds for DirM: R 22), but note that weights w t i must normalize over X rather than A t for DirM to form a (sub)probability. This can harm performance but only for large m. Note that for continuous X and weight density w(), S and DirM coincide.
The overall suggestion if using the (adaptive) Dirichlet-multinomial for prediction or compression or estimation is to choose variable parameters
The KT estimator. As can be seen from (24), for
the DirM redundancy (23) is asymptotically independent of the counts (n i ), and indeed it is well-known that asymptotically this is essentially also the best choice for the worst counts [KT81, Kri98, Wal05] . This so-called KT-estimator has minimax redundancy [BEY06]
Asymptotically, this bound is essentially tight. We can compare this to our bound (18). For m n, the dominant term in (18) is j 1 2 lnn j . This can be bounded by Jensen's inequality as
so is clearly much smaller than (26) due to symbols that do not appear (gap in the third inequality) and symbols that appear rarely (gap in the first+second inequality). The latter happens often in particular for large m, but then the other terms in (18) gain relevance.
Sparse KT estimators. If we knew the used alphabet A in advance, we could employ the KT estimator on this sub-alphabet without reference to the base alphabet X and achieve much smaller redundancy ≤ m−1 2 lnn+lnm. In absence of such an oracle, we could code unordered A in advance in ln extra redundancy above the oracle. We can even get online versions: A light-weight way is at time t to use KT on A t but reserve an escape probability of 1 t+1
for and uniformly distribute it among the unseen symbols X \A t , which leads to a similar but larger extra redundancy of lnn+mlnD+m+ln2 [VH12] . A heavy-weight Bayesian solution is to take a weighted average over the KT A estimators for all A ⊆ X [TSW93] . As prior one could take a uniform distribution over the size m of A , and then for each m a uniform distribution over all A of size m with extra redundancy ≤Dln D m +lnD. The resulting exponential mixture can be computed in linear time in D as discussed in Appendix G. This is still a factor of D slower than all other estimators considered in this paper. Otherwise the linear-time update rule has a similar structure to (20), and hence S β * may be derivable as an approximation to Bayesian sub-alphabet weighting.
Conclusion
I introduced and analyzed a model, closely related to the Dirichlet-multinomial distribution, which predicts an Old symbol with its past frequency scaled down by . Natural weight choices are uniform and 2 −CodeLength . I derived exact expressions and for small m rather tight bounds for the code length and redundancy. The bounds were data-dependent rather then expected or worst-case bounds. This led to an (approximately) optimal choice of β different from traditional recommendations. The constant offline β * (16) depends on the total sequence length n and number of different used symbols m. The variable online β * (21) depends on the current sequence length t and number of different symbols observed so far m t .
The redundancy bounds additionally depend on the individual symbol counts n i themselves. They show that S β * has (at most) zero redundancy for unused symbols and finite redundancy for symbols occurring only finitely often, unlike the KT estimator and companions which have redundancy 1 2 lnn+O(1) per base symbol, whether it occurs or not. Indeed, my bounds are independent of the base alphabet size D, therefore also hold for denumerable and with suitable reinterpretation for continuous X .
There seems to be not much leeway in choosing a globally good β. Experimentally it seems that even slight changes in β * can significantly deteriorate performance in some (m,n,D)-regime, but can only marginally and locally improve performance in others. Empirically S β * seems superior to the other fast online estimators I compared it to. See Appendix I for some results.
As a simple, online, fast, i.i.d. estimator, S β * should be a useful alternative sub-component in more sophisticated (online) estimators/predictors/compressors/modellers such as large-alphabet CTW [TSW93] and others [VNHB12, OHSS12, Mah12] . The derived redundancy bounds are of theoretical interest, not only for optimizing model parameters.
A Approximations of the (Di)Gamma Function
The lower bound is asymptotically sharp for x → ∞ but a factor of 2 too small for x → 0. The absolute error of upper and lower bound for all x ≥ 1 is at most 1−ln √ 2π= 0.081. Some other used identities, asymptotics, and bounds are:
B Proof of Theorem 2
I start with the lower bound (9) rewritten as
(32) which is valid for β ≥ 1. Let
be the β-dependent terms in (32).
) ln 2 ≥ − m ln m + m ln ln 2
The last inequality follows from minimizing the first w.r.t. β by differentiation and inserting the minimizer β = m/ln2 and dropping the second term. For β ≥ n and with abbreviations z := n/β ≤ 1 andν = n m ≥ 1 we get which is the same as for 1 ≤ β ≤ n. Plugging this into (32) we get for β ≥ 1
For β ≤ 1 we need to start with the exact expression (7):
Putting everything together we get for β ≤ 1
Pairing up terms (sometimes zero) in (33) and (34) and always taking the smaller one, we get after some rewrite (14), valid for all β.
C Derivation of Approximate Optimal β *
Exact implicit expression. The redundancy of S is minimized for
where Ψ(x) := dlnΓ(x)/dx is the diGamma function. Our goal is to approximately solve this equation w.r.t. β. Since no formal result in this paper explicitly uses that β * is an approximate solution of (35), I only motivate the form of β * by asymptotic considerations without discussing the accuracy of the approximation for finite n. With the following change in variables 0 < z := n β < ∞ and 0 < ν := m n < 1 (35) can be written as
We need to solve this w.r.t. z for large n.
β → c > 0 and β → ∞.
which is actually good for any n as long as z = o(n). Next consider
Therefore we need to solve
i.e. invert function g.
Lemma 6 (Inverse of ln(1+z)/z) The function g(z) := 1 z ln(1+z) with domain 0 < z < ∞ is strictly monotone decreasing and has inverse g −1 (ν) = c(ν) ν ln 1 ν with domain 0<ν <1, where c(ν) is smooth and strictly monotone increasing from c(0
Proof. Strict monotonicity of g and therefore existence of an inverse follows from
< 0 I first study the asymptotics of ν = g(z) for z → 0 and z → ∞. 
No more iterations are needed! If we tentatively apply the ν →0 expression for ν →1 we get
The limit value is right, but the slope is
1
/ 2 of what it should be. 
Since g(z) is smooth, also g −1 (ν) and c(ν) are smooth. Since g() is monotone decreasing, rather than proving c() to be increasing, it is equivalently to show that
is monotone decreasing in z. For this, it is sufficient to show
Since h(0 + ) = 0, it is sufficient to show h (z) < 0:
Since r(0 + ) = 0, it is sufficient to show r (z) < 0:
< 0, which is true, since 1+z < (1+ It is easy to see that f (ν) ∼ lnlnν forν → ∞ and f (1 + ) = 1. This motivates the approximation h(ν) := 1+ln(1+lnν), which has the correctν → 1 limit and correctν → ∞ asymptotics. Next I upper bound f (ν)−h(ν). Since f −h is continuous and tends to zero at 0 and at 1, it is upper bounded by some finite constant. It is easy to see graphically and numerically but quite cumbersome to show analytically that f (
) is concave for 0 < ν < 1 with maximum 0.476... at ν = 0.284..., hence f (ν) ≤ 1.48+ln(1+lnν). Now using For m = n, we have n i = 1∀i, hence Pθ iid = ( 1 n ) n from (6), and β * = ∞, hence S(x t+1 = i|x 1:t ) = w t i from (2), so S(x 1:n ) = CL(A). Inserting this into (5) gives R ∞ S (x 1:n ) = CL(A) − nlnn. On the other hand, (18) for m = n is CL(A)−nlnn+0.56n+0.082, which is clearly larger.
1.48 is a quite crude upper bound on f (1 + )=1. By introducing ugly other terms, one can improve 1.48 to 1 and hence 0.56m to 0.082m in bound (18).
E Proof of Theorem 5
S and R for variable β. For variable β the joint S distribution and its redundancy are
In the redundancy I removed the ln(0+β 0 )−ln(β 0 ) contribution. Note that S β and R β S are now not only dependent on the counts but also on exactly when new symbols appear, i.e. on the New set. (for β * = m t /ln t+1 mt the dependence is in a sense mild though). The sums cannot be represented as Gamma functions anymore.
(I) and (IV) and (V) are independent of New, for (I) by assumption. (III) obviously depends on New but also (II) via m t in β t .
Redundancy change when swapping two consecutive symbols. I first show that the earlier new symbols appear, the larger is R β * S . This fact heavily relies on the specific form of β * , which makes the proof cumbersome. Assume at time t there is an old symbol but at time t+1 there is a new symbol for some t ∈ {1...n−1}. That is, t ∈ Old and m t−1 = m t but t+1 ∈ New and m t+1 = m t +1. Note that m t < t, and x t+1 = x t , since x t is old and x t+1 is new. I now swap x t with x t+1 . I mark all quantities that change by a prime . That is, x t = x t+1 and x t+1 = x t . Now x t is new (t−1 ∈ New ) and x t+1 is old (t ∈ Old ). Further m t = m t +1, and β * t = m t /ln t+1 m t . Quantities for all other t remain unchanged. Only one term in (II) and one term in (III) are affected. The change in redundancy is therefore Bounding the redundancy for all new symbols first. We can repeat swapping symbols and thereby increasing R β S until all symbols appear first before they repeat, that is, m t = min{t,m} and New = {0,...,m−1}. For this oder we have Using (27) and (28), the first terms can be bound by
I split the second term in (IIb) further into t < 2m and t ≥ 2m: If 2m ≥ n, (IIb3)=0. We can stich both cases together by either using a maxoperation, or as I have done by increasing n ; 2n, which ensures that the last expression is never negative.
ln n j Putting everything together. We can now collect all underlined terms together and get Since the all-new-symbols-first order has maximal redundancy, the bound holds in general.
F Improvement on β *
Here I generalize β * to β c := β * /c. From Appendix C we know that for n → ∞, the exact optimal β c has 1 ≤ c(ν) ≤ 2. 
G Bayesian sub-alphabet weighting
The Bayesian sub-alphabet weighting estimator [TSW93] averages over the KT A estimators for all possible A ⊆ X with a prior uniform in |A | and uniform in A given |A |: 
with the following sequential representation of G i :
This is still a factor D slower than all other estimators considered in this paper. A relation to S can be enforced as follows: First, generalize
So S β * with uniform renormalized weights might be an integer-relaxed, maximum-likelihood approximation of Bayesian subalphabet weighting with Haldane prior. There are several caveats though.
An anonymous reviewer suggested the following alternative representation:
The latter sum can have two values, depending on whether x t+1 is new (m t+1 =m t +1) or old (m t+1 = m t ). We can hence write this as By summation, the normalizer can be worked out to be (t + 1 2
, which allows us to rewrite the result as
This has the same structure as (20) apart from the +1/2 and +m t /2, which is due to using the KT prior rather than a Haldane prior, and apart from a significantly more complex expression for β t , which I expect to be approximately β *
t . An advantage of (39) over (38) is that not only can it be used to compute P Bayes (x t+1 |x 1:t ) in time O(D) but also the cumulative distribution P Bayes (X t+1 <x t+1 |x 1:t ), required for arithmetic coding.
H Algorithms & Applications & Computation Time
All estimators discussed in this paper, except for Bayesian sub-alphabet weighting (SAW-Bayes) require just O(1) time and O(D) space for computing P (x t+1 |x 1:t ) and for updating the relevant parameters like counts n i , the number m t of symbols seen so far, parameter β * t , etc. Space can be reduced to O(m) by hashing. Only SAW-Bayes requires O(D) time per t and O(D) space.
Knowledge of P (x t+1 |x 1:t ) for all t allows to determine code length, likelihood, and redundancy of x 1:n , relevant and sufficient e.g. for model selection such as MDL. Many other tasks like data compression via arithmetic encoding and Bayesian decision making require P (X t+1 =i|x 1:t ) for all (or at least multiple) i∈X , which naively requires O(D) time per t.
For arithmetic encoding, we actually only need the conditional distribution function P (X t+1 < x t+1 |x 1:t ) at x t+1 for X ∼ = {1,...,D}. For DirM and S this can be computed in time O(logD) as follows: Maintain a binary tree of depth log 2 D with counts n 1 ,n 2 ,...,n D at the leafs in this order. Inner nodes store the sum of their two children. In this tree, computing i<x t+1 n i and updating n x t+1 ; n x t+1 +1 can be performed in time O(logD) by accessing/updating the single path from root to leaf x t+1 . It is clear how this allows to compute DirM(X t+1 < x t+1 |x 1:t ) in time O(logD) and space O(D). Time can be reduced to O(logm) and space to O(m) by maintaining a self-balancing binary tree of only the non-zero counts, which is rebalanced when inserting new non-zero counts.
To compute S β * (X t+1 < x t+1 |x 1:t ) in time O(logD), we have to additionally and in the same way store and maintainw 1 ,w 2 ,...,w D at the leafs (and their sum at inner nodes), wherew i = w 0 i if i ∈ A t andw i = 0 else. Expectations i f (i)P (X t+1 = i|x 1:t ) can easily be updated in O(1) time with O(m) space, hence Bayes-optimal decisions argmin y∈Y i Loss(y,i)P (X t+1 = i|x 1:t ) can be updated in O(|Y|) time.
A similar tree construction can speed up SAW-Bayes (38) from O(D 2 ) to O(DlogD), or one uses (39), but time O(D) seems not further improvable. This renders SAW-Bayes impractical for large-alphabet data compression.
Finally, if computation time is at a premium and the logarithm in β * t too slow, one can with virtually no loss in compression quality update 1/ln t+1 mt only whenever m t or t have changed by more than 10% since the last update.
I Experiments
I determined the code length of various estimators for various sequence lengths n, used alphabet sizes m, and base alphabet sizes D on artificially generated data sequences and the Calgary corpus. I consider the new estimator S and the Dirichletmultinomial with approximately optimal constant β * /2 and variable β * /2 and with Perks prior, the KT estimator for the base and for the used alphabet, and Bayesian sub-alphabet weighting, introduced in Section 7. I also compare against the true distribution and the empirical entropy.
Data generation. I sampled θ 1 ,...,θ m uniformly from the m−1-dimensional probability simplex and set θ m+1 = ... = θ D = 0. I then sampled x 1:n from P θ iid . Unless n m or D n, this usually results in sequences that actually contain less than m symbols, and e.g. |A| = n is virtually impossible to achieve in this way. I therefore generate sequences by first setting x t = t for t = 1...min{m,n}, then sample the remaining x t from P θ iid , and then scramble the result. The resulting code lengths were virtually indistinguishable from the "normal" i.i.d. sampling, when the latter was also feasible.
I also generated sequences with a version of D'Hondt's method for allocating seats in party-list proportional representation, which ensures |n i −θ i ·n| < 1 and adapted it to also ensure n i > 0 if θ i > 0 and i ≤ n by dividing by zero (rather than 1) first. As expected, the results were a bit less noisy, but otherwise very similar.
In another experiment I chose θ to be Zipf-distributed, i.e. θ i ∝ i −γ with varying Zipf exponent γ > 0, which for γ ≈ 1 mimics quite well the empirical distribution of words in English texts. The larger γ, the smaller the used alphabet A.
My S-estimators. I determined the code length of my models (S β * /2 and S β * /2 ) with constant and variable optimal β * . I chose uniform normalized weights w number of times i appears in x 1:t New set of t for which x t+1 is new, i.e. x t+1 ∈ A t Old set of t for which x t+1 is old, i.e. x t+1 ∈ A t P,Q probability over sequences P param name parameterized and named probability R param name = −lnP param name −n·H(n/n) = redundancy of P param name R,R upper/lower bound on redundancy CL code length in nits θ i probability that x t = i α i ,α + Dirichlet parameters and their sum β = β n ,β t general (constant,variable) parameter β β * = β * n ,β * t optimal (constant,variable) parameter β w 
